
ACROSS
1 Schwarz is backwards, uncultured

fellow (3)
4 Part of part of the Seven Sisters
8 Narrows (down)

13 Descriptor for Japanese animated
works released for sale without first
being shown in theater or on TV, for
short

14 "I like big butts and I cannot lie. The
___ guard likes big butts, and cannot
tell the truth." (start of a riddle in the
Sir Mix-a-Lot / Raymond Smullyan
crossover universe)

16 Character in Madeline Miller's "Circe"
17 The shampoo bottle, e.g., for shower

karaoke
18 Community that's naturally about

me
19 "im at knots berry farms n my butts 2

big 2 fit in da seats on ride. ahhhhhh
(dats me yellin)" tweeter

20 "Don't do it!" or "Don't make me do
it!", e.g.

22 Meeting that's the basis of many
voyeuristic trainwreck livetweet
threads

24 Start of Celtic but not Celtic
26 Roasted Garlic, Chunky Garden

Vegetable, Mushroom & Green
Pepper, etc., for Ragù

27 NGE, altertatively, to fans
28 Kuzco and Kronk, for two
29 Gong ___ (big name in boba tea)
32 "Dear John" it's not
35 "Beans"
36 Brief glimpse into paper cup (6)
37 One singular Flamin' Hot Cool

Ranch® flavored tortilla chip
39 ___ Takeshi (comedian behind the

video game "Takeshi no Chosenjo",
which is famously difficult to ___)

40 Spams, in a way
44 Show for Sarah Sherman since 2021,

for short
45 Joint : rolling paper :: ___ : tobacco

paper
46 Fictional setting of Final Fantasy XV
47 Introduction to a subject
48 Private who demonstrated what

*not* to do at war, in a series of WWII
animated shorts for the armed forces

51 Dabbles in dabbing?
55 When doubled, sound from scissors

and also a bris
56 "Larks' Tongues in ___" (King Crimson

suite whose five parts, to date,
appeared on albums over a span of
thirty years)

57 Bris, etc.
59 "IF THE ZOO BANS ME FOR

HOLLERING AT THE ANIMALS I WILL
FACE ___ AND WALK BACKWARDS
INTO HELL" (dril tweet)

60 American sculptor and artist
Harris-Babou

61 Shakers, etc., but not movers
62 Brian who said "[David Byrne]'s

always been [a genuine eccentric],
and I've seen him remain like that in
quite extreme situations. For
instance, we were mugged
together...my enduring memory is of
David being dragged off into the
bushes, saying 'Uh-oh!'."

63 They may be built by omegas before
going into heat

64 "Crayon ___-chan" (Japanese manga
turned anime)

65 Many a loooooooooooong putt

DOWN
1 Drive without going anywhere? (5)
2 Province in Castile and León, or its

capital city
3 Unmask, online
4 "1 vs. 100" group
5 Words preceding "again at Krispy

Kreme" or "again with the white
Vans", in Vines

6 "Knock, knock" follower, perhaps
7 Excess bit of fabric
8 Pop-Tarts flavor whose description,

on the Pop-Tarts website, includes
the line "Odds are, they're tastiest
toasted"

9 Gives, but only temporarily and not
for keeps (which is why I don't let
people borrow my stuff unless it's
something I'm trying to get rid of)

10 "I have no ___ how I'm going to clue
10-Down"

11 "Is He Called Just Plain ___ Or Should
It Be Mr. Loaf?" (NYT headline)

12 Word that appears twice in the Sasa
Lele meme

15 Part of the three R's that you
probably learned in elementary
school, which is really just a way for
megacorporations to shift the blame
to common people

21 Pitch from Asda, Morrisons,
Sainsbury's, or Tesco

23 The Empress or the Emperor, in tarot
decks

25 Math branch whose name comes
from a Latin word meaning small
stone, briefly

29 Magical "Mindfreak" who once spent
24 hours shackled underwater in
Times Square just because he could

30 Pizza the ___ ("Spaceballs" villain)
31 Shakespearean scenes?
32 "Can you enhance that?" locations,

often, in crime dramas
33 Cracking ___ a boy with the cold ones

(activity for vampire bros)
34 Avenue that's the southern end of the

C train, in the New York City Subway
35 Sings softly
38 Says "lemme just sneak right past

ya", in Midwesternese
41 Neil Simon play in which I once

played Lenny, and lemme tell ya,
going off on a bonkers weird
rambling soliloquy at the end was the
most fun part of the show that didn't
involve the entire cast at Denny's
until five in the morning on a school
night

42 Outfits that may be kigurumi

43 Unlocked goal for many Kickstarters

45 Start of a Sagan book subtitled
"Reflections on the Romance of
Science"

47 What the program ++++++++++[>+++
++++>++++++++++>+++<<<-]>++.>+.+
++++++..+++.>++.<<++++++++++++++
+.>.+++.------.--------.>+. does to "Hello,
World!", in the programming
language brainfuck

49 One of Jonas' friends, in "The Giver"

50 Everybody always asks what this is,
but nobody ever asks *how* this is

51 App follower

52 Kokomo, Aruba, Jamaica, Bermuda,
etc.

53 People whose work is really
spring-forward, for short?

54 Institute that uses the Allen
Telescope Array (not gonna lie,
thought this said Alien Telescope
Array at first and my inner Oikawa
got very excited)

58 Geographical ID number, for short

tabula rasa (ft. meatdaddy) christopher adams + meatdaddy
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